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INTRODUCTION

The quick proliferation of media-rich mobile
devices has caused users to demand ubiquitous
mobile broadband that can provide services
comparable to the fixed broadband Internet. It is
reported that the actual mobile traffic in 2010 is
more than five times greater than an official
forecast made by the International Telecommu-
nication Union (ITU) in 2005. Recent forecasts
suggest that the mobile data demand may con-
tinue to increase on the order of hundreds of
times in the next decade. To accommodate the
exploding traffic at low cost is critical to ensure
the competitiveness of cellular networks in the
future. To this end, research initiatives on the
fifth generation (5G) cellular communication
systems have gained accelerating momentum
globally [1]. 

The challenges faced by 5G cellular networks
are multifold. Besides the exploding traffic vol-
ume, mobile data is becoming increasingly ran-
dom and diverse. First, mobile traffic is
distributed unevenly across space and time. In
fixed Internet, it was observed that the peak-to-
mean traffic ratio can reach over 100:1. For
future data-oriented mobile broadband net-
works, an even greater ratio is expected due to
strong correlations in people clustering, device
functions, and local events. Such a drastic traffic
variation causes an obvious dilemma in planning

the network infrastructure: the capacity is either
insufficient for peak traffic demands or over-
abundant (and therefore cost-ineffective) for
average traffic loads. Second, the mobile traffic
is becoming increasingly diverse. Much of the
mobile data demand is driven by new applica-
tions like web browsing, gaming, social media,
and multimedia download, all of which have dif-
ferent quality of service (QoS) requirements
than traditional voice services. Conventional cel-
lular networks built on expensive licensed bands
and reliable core networks are typically opti-
mized to deliver low-volume delay-sensitive ser-
vices such as voice. Various high-volume
delay-insensitive data services such as multime-
dia downloads are still too cost-ineffective to
gain massive popularity over current cellular net-
works.

Cognitive radio [2] is a promising technology
to tackle, or at least partly address, the above
challenges in 5G cellular networks. Under the
current spectrum regulation policy, a cellular
system can only operate on the licensed band
with fixed limited bandwidth. While the cellular
bands are heavily capitalized and exploited, mea-
surements have revealed that some frequency
bands licensed to other incumbents are signifi-
cantly underutilized. Cognitive radio allows a
cellular network to dynamically lease the under-
utilized frequency bands without causing harm-
ful interference to the incumbents. As the leased
spectrum is fundamentally opportunistic and
unreliable, the cost of leasing the spectrum is
expected to be much lower than the cost of pur-
chasing a licensed band. Therefore, cognitive
radio allows a cellular network to expand its
spectrum on demand at a relatively low cost,
thereby offering a natural solution to cope with
exploding, random, and diverse mobile data traf-
fic. For example, the leased bands can be used
to cope with overload traffic in peak hours or
provide opportunistic multimedia downloads at
low cost.

Cognitive cellular networks, as defined in this
article, are cellular networks that employ cogni-
tive radio to lease addition spectrum outside the
licensed cellular bands [3]. The radio resource
(RR) at a particular band can be characterized
by the bandwidth, maximum transmit power, and
reliability (or availability). The RRs in a cogni-
tive cellular network include licensed (cellular
band) RR and cognitive RR. The licensed RR
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has relatively small bandwidth, high transmit
power, and high reliability. On the contrary, the
cognitive RR is typically characterized by its
potentially broad bandwidth, low transmit power,
and low reliability. It is obvious that these two
types of RR are complementary in nature and
demand different system designs for effective
utilization.

The unique research challenge of cognitive
cellular networks is to jointly utilize licensed
and cognitive RRs to optimize the overall sys-
tem performance. To this end, it is important to
understand the energy efficiency (EE)/spectral
efficiency (SE) trade-off in cognitive cellular
networks. The SE indicates how efficiently the
system bandwidth is utilized, while the EE mea-
sures how efficiently the energy is consumed. It
is well known that maximizing EE and SE are
conflicting objectives, and there is a fundamen-
tal trade-off between them [4]. Analysis of the
EE-SE trade-off offers a balanced view of the
nature of a communication system and has
gained popularity in recent years, providing
guidelines for wireless system design and opti-
mization. Apart from its theoretical impor-
tance, EE-SE trade-off study has a unique
practical value for cognitive cellular networks.
It is envisioned that the operational expendi-
ture (OPEX) of cognitive cellular networks will
consist of spectrum leasing bills (related to
bandwidth and SE) and electricity bills (related
to EE) as two significant parts. Therefore,
understanding the EE-SE trade-off can provide
direct guidelines to the OPEX management of
cognitive cellular networks. 

Research on cognitive cellular networks is
still in an early stage. This article aims to pro-
vide an overview on recent advances in this field
from the perspective of EE-SE trade-off. In the
remainder of the article, we introduce different
architectures and usage scenarios of cognitive
cellular networks. We give an overview on vari-
ous capacity definitions applicable to the study
of the EE-SE trade-off. Three examples are sub-
sequently presented to illustrate how EE-SE
trade-off analysis can give interesting insights
into system design and optimization.

ARCHITECTURE OF
COGNITIVE CELLULAR NETWORKS

An architecture enables a cognitive cellular net-
work to effectively integrate conventional
licensed radio and cognitive radio into a holistic
system. The architectures of cognitive cellular
networks can be categorized broadly into two
types: non-cooperative and cooperative [5].

NON-COOPERATIVE ARCHITECTURE
As illustrated in Fig. 1a, in a non-cooperative
network, there are two separate radio interfaces
operating at the licensed and cognitive RRs,
respectively. In other words, the cognitive RR is
used to build a new network (i.e., a standalone
cognitive network) that overlays the existing
licensed cellular network. The two networks are
separated in the physical layer, but can be inte-
grated in upper layers to perform joint schedul-
ing. A base station (BS) may have both or one
of the radio interfaces. In a broader context, a
non-cooperative network falls into the category
of multi-radio access technology (RAT) systems. 

The system capacity of a non-cooperative
cognitive cellular network is simply the sum of
the two networks. In many cognitive bands, tight
transmit power constraints are imposed to pro-
tect the incumbents. Consequently, the capacity
of the standalone cognitive network usually
diminishes quickly with increasing communica-
tion range [5], making it only worthwhile to
deploy the network for short- to-medium range
communications.

As illustrated in Fig. 1a, there are multiple
usage scenarios for non-cooperative cognitive
cellular networks. Similar to the philosophy of
soft frequency reuse, one usage scenario is to
use the power-limited cognitive RR for users
near a macrocell BS, while the licensed RR is
reserved to serve users further away. Another
possible usage scenario highlights service differ-
entiation. For example, services with strict QoS
requirements can be scheduled to the (higher
cost and more reliable) licensed radio interface,
whereas services with relaxed QoS requirements

Figure 1. Architecture and usage scenarios of cognitive cellular networks: a) non-cooperative architecture; b) cooperative architec-
ture.
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can be delivered over the (lower cost and less
reliable) cognitive radio interface. Another
promising case is to deploy cognitive small cells
(or femtocells) that use cognitive RR to cover
traffic hotspots or coverage gaps. Compared to
licensed-band-based small cells, cognitive small
cells can offer potentially higher capacity and
better interference protection to the macrocell.
Finally, it is worth noting that non-cooperative
cognitive small cells are being actively pursued
by the industry, with several white papers recent-
ly published by major industrial players to advo-
cate the joint deployment of cognitive radio and
small cells. 

COOPERATIVE ARCHITECTURE
Cooperative cognitive cellular networks were
proposed in [3] to use both licensed and cogni-
tive RRs to design a single integrated physical
layer using principles of cooperative communi-
cations. Cooperative communications allow
distributed users to process and relay informa-
tion in a coordinated fashion to achieve signif-
icant performance gains.  By breaking a
point-to-point communication process into
multiple phases among multiple entities, coop-
erative communications typically create het-
erogeneous wireless channels in the system.
For example, consider a group of nearby users
cooperating to deliver information to a distant
BS; the wireless channels among users will be
very different from the channels between the
users and the BS. Recall that a cognitive cellu-
lar network has heterogeneous RRs in the
licensed and cognitive bands. The rationale of
cooperative cognitive cellular networks is to
carefully match the heterogeneous RRs to the
heterogeneous channels. For example, licensed
RRs are better used for long-range communi-
cations, while cognitive RRs are better used
for short-range communications to facilitate
local cooperation. 

The system capacity of a cooperative cogni-
tive cellular network was investigated in [3, 5]. It
was found that compared to non-cooperative
systems, cooperative cognitive cellular networks
have major advantages in being able to enhance
the capacity of longer-range communications.
Moreover, the capacity gains are more stable
against fluctuations of the cognitive RRs.

Two typical usage scenarios of cooperative
cognitive cellular networks are illustrated in Fig.
1b. In one scenario, a cognitive relay is deployed
for coverage or capacity enhancement. A cogni-
tive relay can communicate with a BS using
licensed RRs and provide local coverage using
cognitive RRs. Such a cognitive relay is able to
work in a duplex fashion to outperform conven-
tional relays. Alternatively, cognitive RRs can be
used for backhaul and licensed RRs for local
coverage. This alternative setting is promising
when the cognitive band is located in super high
frequency (SHF) (i.e., 3–30 GHz) and is suitable
for fixed microwave access. A unique merit of
this alternative configuration is that no modifica-
tion is needed for conventional user devices that
only operate in the licensed band. Considering
another scenario, nearby mobile devices can use
cognitive RRs to form a virtual antenna array
(VAA) [5]. The VAA can then establish a virtu-

al multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) link
in the licensed band to harvest performance
gains comparable to a MIMO system. Finally,
from an industrial perspective, the recent intro-
duction of carrier aggregation (CA), advanced
relay, and device-to-device (D2D) technologies
into the Long-Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-
A) standards paves the way for cooperative cog-
nitive cellular networks to enter major 5G
standards.

CAPACITY OF
COGNITIVE CELLULAR NETWORKS

Spectrum (or bandwidth) and energy (or power)
are two types of natural resources underpinning
all wireless communication systems. SE and EE
measure, respectively, how effectively the spec-
trum and energy is utilized. While bits per sec-
ond per Hertz is universally used as the metric
for SE, EE metrics can take various forms such
as energy per bit to noise power spectral density
ratio (i.e., Eb/N0), bit per Joule capacity, rate
per energy, or Joule per bit [4]. These EE met-
rics are essentially the same and mutually con-
vertible. The energy consumed by a cellular
system has multiple types, including the energy
radiated into the air, energy consumed by the
circuit (in signal processing and power amplifi-
cation), energy consumed by supporting facili-
ties (e.g., a cooling system), and energy
embodied in the infrastructures [6]. Our discus-
sion in this article is restricted to the radiated
energy as it relates to the fundamentals of a
communication system.

As both EE and SE metrics are directly
related to the “capacity” measured in bits per
second, it is necessary to first introduce the
various capacity definitions in wireless com-
munication systems. For ad hoc networks, the
commonly used capacity metrics are transport
capacity and transmission capacity. For cen-
tralized networks such as cellular systems, the
capacity studies can be roughly classified into
three levels: link level, cell level, and system
level. 

The link-level study is information-theoret-
ic-oriented, and focuses on the performance of
a single source and destination pair. For addi-
tive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels,
the classic Shannon capacity is used to charac-
terize the maximum error-free data rate the
channel can support. For fading channels with
varying channel gains, the instantaneous capac-
ity becomes a random variable and is subject to
statistical measures. To this end, two types of
capacity definitions can be distinguished. One
is ergodic capacity [7, 8], which is the expecta-
tion of the random capacity over the distribu-
tion of fading channel states.  The
capacity-achieving code must be sufficiently
long so that a received codeword is affected by
all possible fading states. The other capacity
definition is outage capacity [9, 10], which is
defined as the largest rate of reliable commu-
nication at a certain outage probability p. In
other words, given an outage probability p, the
outage capacity is the largest rate that the
channel can support with probability 1 – p .
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Capacity with outage allows messages sent over
a given transmission burst to be decoded with
some probability. Clearly, the definition of out-
age capacity is closely related to the trade-off
between capacity and reliability. 

Cell- and system-level capacity studies are
network-engineering-oriented and focus on the
performance of large-scale networks. Cell-level
study focuses on a single cell with one BS and
multiple users. It extends the link-level study to
the multi-user regime by considering various
cell-level factors such as multiple access, schedul-
ing, user distribution, and path loss. A common-
ly used capacity metric at the cell level is the
aggregate/sum capacity measured at the BS.
Typically, the aggregated capacity is also a ran-
dom variable and can be characterized by its
mean or distribution/outage.

System-level capacity study further extends
cell-level study to include multiple BSs. It
addresses system-level considerations such as
spatial distribution of BSs and intercell inter-
ference. Traditionally, the cellular network is
modeled by the hexagon model, in which the
coverage of a cell is assumed to be a hexagon,
and the BSs are placed in regular grids. In
recent years, stochastic geometry models [11]
have gained increasing popularity to describe
the locations of BSs as random spatial point
patterns. This is because in practice, BS loca-
tion is usually randomized due to terrain fea-
tures,  site availabil ity,  and local coverage
requirements. In future cellular networks with
heterogeneous and smaller cells, the random-
ness of BS locations is expected to increase.
The stochastic geometry model of cellular net-
works enables a wide range of analytical capac-
ity studies. Under this framework, the capacity
of a “typical user” at an arbitrary location is of
concern. The capacity of a typical user is ran-
dom due to random locations, random interfer-
ence, and random channel gains. Similar to
link-level capacity concepts, system-level capac-
ity can be evaluated by its mean or outage. It is
worth noting that the outage capacity at the
system level has two interpretations. For exam-
ple, given an outage capacity C with outage
probability p, one interpretation is that for an
arbitrary user, the probability that it can com-
municate with the BS with a capacity greater
than C is 1 – p. Another interpretation is relat-
ed to coverage, which states that the fraction
of areas that provide coverage with capacities
greater than C is 1 – p. Both interpretations
are equivalent as long as the underlying
stochastic geometry models are spatially ergod-
ic, which is a widely used assumption in the lit-
erature.

EE-SE TRADE-OFF OF
COGNITIVE CELLULAR NETWORKS

As mentioned above, cognitive cellular networks
have various architectures. For each architec-
ture, the capacity can be studied at three levels.
For each level, at least two types of capacity def-
initions can be applied: ergodic capacity and out-
age capacity. Consequently, a series of EE-SE
trade-off studies can be conducted with respect

to each combination of the architectures, levels,
and capacity definitions. We note that this is still
largely an open research field. In what follows,
we give three representative examples to show
how EE-SE trade-off study can lead to interest-
ing insights about cognitive cellular networks.
These examples are carefully chosen as they not
only cover all the architectures, levels, and
capacity types, but also reflect the latest research
progress and what we consider as the most
promising application scenarios. In particular,
the three examples are selected to address the
following combinations:
• Example 1: Non-cooperative cognitive small

cell + system level + outage capacity 
• Example 2: Cooperative cognitive VAA +

cell level + ergodic capacity
• Example 3: Cooperative cognitive relay +

link level + ergodic capacity
In practice, cognitive RRs vary significantly in

different frequency bands. Such variation is
caused by different characteristics of the incum-
bents (e.g., transmitter behavior and receiver
protection requirements) and different coexist-
ing mechanisms (e.g., underlay, interweave, and
overlay) [2]. To avoid unnecessary details, it is
useful to consider an abstraction of the cognitive
RR characterized by three parameters: cognitive
bandwidth Wc, cognitive power Pc, and reliability
parameter k. Here 0 < k < 1 indicates the prob-
ability that the cognitive band is available at a
given moment. Let Wo and Po denote the band-
width and power of the licensed RR; it is usually
useful to consider the bandwidth ratio q =
Wc/Wo and power ratio  = Pc/Po.

EXAMPLE 1
In this example, we consider the system-level
outage capacity of non-cooperative cognitive
small cells. Because the physical layers in the
licensed and cognitive bands are independent,
our interest is in understanding the EE-SE trade-
off of a standalone cognitive small cell network.
Consider a scenario of massively deployed cogni-
tive small cells in a 2D plane. At the center of
each cell sits a cognitive BS transmitting with
identical power. The cognitive BSs are randomly
deployed as a stationary Poisson point process
with density l . All channels are subject to
Rayleigh fading and path loss with an exponent
of 4. Consider the downlink capacity for an arbi-
trary user; a closed-form formula of the outage
capacity can be obtained following the analytical
framework introduced in [11]. 

In Fig. 2, we show the EE-SE trade-off
derived from outage capacity. The EE metric we
used is bits per Joule. To gain better insight, the
EE is normalized over p2l2. There are three fac-
tors that can influence the EE-SE trade-off: BS
density l, outage probability p, and cognitive RR
reliability k. For simplicity, k = 1 is assumed in
Fig. 2. The following interesting observations are
made. First, the density of BSs has little impact
on the normalized EE. This means that the actu-
al EE is proportional to l2. Second, both SE and
EE increase with increasing outage probability.
This indicates that reliability or coverage can be
traded for better SE and EE performance. Third,
a nearly linear trade-off is observed between SE
and normalized EE. Fourth, for a given outage,
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there is a maximum value for both SE and EE.
This is different from the classic result derived
from the Shannon capacity formula, where SE
can go to infinity. The reason is that intercell
interference is considered at the system level,
and hence the performance is interference-limit-
ed. Finally, we can see that both EE and SE
increase with acceleration with increasing outage
probability.

Now let us turn our attention to the reliabili-
ty parameter k .  A simple mapping exists
between k and p as they are both measures of
reliability. Specifically, for any cognitive radio

system with k and outage requirement p, its EE-
SE trade-off is equivalent to another system
with k = 1 and outage requirement 1 + (p –
1)/k. For example, for k = 0.6 and p = 0.7, the
EE-SE trade-off is the same as k = 1 and p =
0.5. The significant impact of k on the EE-SE
trade-off can be observed in Fig. 2. Given p =
0.7 and k changing from 1 to 0.6, the EE-SE
trade-off will degrade from the upmost curve to
the middle one. 

EXAMPLE 2
In this example, we consider cell-level ergodic
capacity of cooperative cognitive VAA systems.
As far as ergodic capacity is concerned, the
impact of the reliability parameter k becomes
trivial as it only causes a linear scaling on the
cognitive radio capacity. Therefore, we subse-
quently assume k = 1 for simplicity. The sce-
nario of interest is the uplink of a large cellular
virtual MIMO network with multiple BSs and
mobile users. A fraction of the users are active
users (sources) that have messages to transmit
to the BS. Other users are cooperative users
(relays) that are willing to form VAAs with
active users to facilitate virtual MIMO trans-
mission. A virtual MIMO transmission consists
of two phases: local broadcasting (phase I) and
distributed MIMO access (phase II).  We
assume that phases I and II operate in the cog-
nitive and licensed bands, respectively, in a fre-
quency-division fashion. Each BS is equipped
with r antennas, while each mobile user has
only one antenna. Rayleigh fading and path
loss with an exponent of 4 is assumed. The spa-
tial distributions of BSs, mobile users, and
active users are assumed to be stationary Pois-
son point processes with densities lb, lu, and
lv, respectively. 

We assume that an active user only commu-
nicates with the nearest BS. Similarly, an inac-
tive user only cooperates with the nearest
active user. In the first phase, each active user
broadcasts its own message with a transmit
power r (normalized to the noise power). An
inactive user becomes a participant of the
VAA only when it can successfully decode the
message transmitted from the nearest active
user. Let q be the bandwidth ratio. We are
interested in how the EE-SE trade-off varies
with r and q. Following similar steps in [12],
the EE-SE trade-off can be evaluated numeri-
cally. We note that our calculation does not
take into account the intercell interference at
the BS; therefore, it is regarded as a cell-level
study. 

Figure 3 compares the EE-SE trade-off of
the above cooperative VAA system with corre-
sponding MIMO and single-input multiple-out-
put (SIMO) systems. The number of antennas
at the BS is assumed to be 10. The EE is nor-
malized over p2lb

2 for better clarity. The fol-
lowing insights can be obtained from Fig. 3.
First, compared to the SIMO system (i.e., no
VAA), VAA is only beneficial for high SE val-
ues. This is because the philosophy of VAA is
to invest extra resources in phase I in exchange
for some multiplexing gains in phase II. The
benefits of multiplexing gains become signifi-
cant only at high SE values. Second, the EE

Figure 2. EE-SE trade-off of distributed cognitive small cells at the system
level.
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and SE are not necessarily in a trade-off rela-
tionship. When both EE and SE are relatively
small, they can both increase simultaneously.
Third, initial investments in cognitive RR (i.e.,
increase either r or q) can improve the perfor-
mance for higher SE values at the cost of
degrading the performance at lower SE values.
However, if  the cognitive RR continues to
increase, the capacity benefit of VAA is even-
tually saturated, and both the EE and SE suf-
fer from the overprovision of cognitive RR.
Overprovisioning of cognitive RR occurs when
the capacity does not increase at the same pro-
portion as the increase of power or bandwidth
(e.g., due to the well-known log-shape capaci-
ty-bandwidth curve or self-interference). Such
an overprovisioning phenomenon can be
observed clearly in Fig. 3. For example, com-
paring the three curves with r = 100 dB, an
initial increase of bandwidth ratio q from 0.1 to
1 improves EE at the higher SE regime (SE >
5 b/s), while a further increase of q from 1 to
10 only serves to degrade the EE-SE perfor-
mance.

EXAMPLE 3
In this example, we consider link-level ergodic
capacity of cooperative cognitive relay systems.
In particular, we consider a simple relay system
with three nodes, where a source broadcasts to
a relay and a destination using licensed RRs,
while the relay forwards information to the des-
tination using cognitive RRs in a duplex fash-
ion. In a traditional relay channel, the source
and relay are subject to a total resource con-
straint. The cognitive relay channel we consider
is fundamentally different from the conventional
relay channel [13] in that the source and relay
are subject to separate resource constraints.
Rayleigh fading and path loss with an exponent
of 4 are assumed. 

Following the derivations in [14], the lower
and upper bounds of the link-level capacity for
the cognitive relay channel can be calculated. As
the gaps between lower and upper bounds are
small, the lower bound capacity is used for the
evaluation of EE and SE. Without loss of gener-
ality, the bandwidth and power of the licensed
band is set to 1, and the relay is located halfway
between the source and destination. We are
interested in how the EE-SE trade-off varies
with different values of cognitive bandwidth
ratio q and power ratio . We let k = 1 because
its impact on the ergodic capacity is a trivial
issue.

Figure 4 shows the EE-SE trade-off curve
of the cognitive relay channel. Each curve is
calculated by fixing q or  and varying the
other. Two key observations are made in Fig.
4. First, for a given q or , there is a maximum
SE and EE. The reason is that the capacity of
the relay channel is ultimately limited by the
(predetermined) licensed RR according to the
cut-set bounds, which state that the overall
channel capacity is the minimum of two capac-
ities related to the licensed and cognitive RRs,
respectively [14]. Second, EE and SE are not
necessarily in a trade-off relationship; there
are cases where both EE and SE can be
improved simultaneously. This happens when

the channel capacity is severely limited by the
cognitive RR (i.e., when q and  are relatively
small), so the licensed and cognitive RRs are
highly imbalanced. In this case, a small linear
increase of q or  will lead to nearly linear
increase of the overall capacity, while the total
resource input 1 + q or 1 +  will scale at a
much slower rate.

For a cognitive relay channel, we are particu-
larly interested in the following question: given

Figure 4. EE-SE trade-off of cognitive Rayleigh relay channel at the link
level.
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licensed RR, how much cognitive RR should be
used by the cognitive relay to achieve optimal
performance in terms of either capacity, SE, or
EE. Following the work in [14], the optimal
power-bandwidth trade-off curve with respect to
each metric can be calculated. The three curves
divide the power-bandwidth plane into five
areas, as shown in Fig. 5. These five areas have
interesting implications as follows [14]:
• Regime A: Resource excess regime, where

power and bandwidth are overprovisioned
and cause negative impacts on SE and EE

• Regime B: Power limited regime, where
increasing power improves all three metrics,
while increasing bandwidth improves capac-
ity and EE but degrades SE

• Regime C: Power and bandwidth limited
regime, where increasing either power or
bandwidth improves all three metrics

• Regime D: Bandwidth limited regime,
where increasing bandwidth improves all
three metrics, while increasing power
improves capacity and SE but degrades EE

• Regime E: Trade-off regime, where increas-
ing power improves capacity and SE but
degrades EE, while increasing bandwidth
improves capacity and EE but degrades SE
From the above three examples, we can see

that EE-SE trade-off study is a powerful ana-
lytical tool that not only provides interesting
theoretical insights into the fundamental limits
of cognitive cellular networks, but also offers
useful guidelines for radio resource manage-
ment and optimization in practice. A cross-
example observation highlights the fact that
EE and SE do not follow a classic trade-off
relationship under the cooperative architec-
ture, implicating the importance of cognitive
radio resource management in cooperative
cognitive cellular networks. Although the spe-
cific performance targets of 5G systems have
not yet been officially released, there is a build-
ing consensus that 5G networks will achieve
1000 times the system capacity, 10 times the
spectral efficiency, energy efficiency, and data
rate, and 25 times the average cell throughput
of 4G systems [1]. To this end, it is envisioned
that non-cooperative cognitive cellular net-
works would contribute to enormous increases
in data rate and cell throughput, while cooper-
ative cognitive cellular networks will make sim-
ilar levels of improvements in spectral and
energy efficiency. 

SUMMARY AND
FUTURE RESEARCH CHALLENGES

In this article, we have introduced the concept of
the cognitive cellular network and illustrated its
promising applications in 5G mobile communi-
cation systems. We have systematically explained
the two system architectures, various usage sce-
narios, three levels of capacity analysis, and two
types of capacity metrics that enables a wide
range of EE-SE trade-off analysis. Examples
have demonstrated that the EE-SE relationship
in cognitive cellular networks can be rather dif-
ferent from conventional systems. In particular,
the insights gained from EE-SE analysis are

shown to be useful in providing guidelines for
cognitive radio resource management. 

Future research can seek to conduct a thor-
ough investigation on the EE-SE trade-off with
respect to various combinations of usage scenar-
ios, levels of analysis, and capacity metrics. For
non-cooperative cognitive networks, the system-
level EE-SE trade-off deserves further study
when practical issues such as BS power control,
interference in heterogeneous networks, and
multi-user uplink access are taken into account.
For cooperative cognitive networks, the link-
level and cell-level EE-SE trade-off concerning
multiple antennas and multiple users has yet to
be fully studied, while the system-level analysis is
still by far an open issue. Taking a broader
scope, greater research challenges lie in under-
standing not just the EE-SE trade-off, but how
EE and SE are related to the reliability con-
straint, delay constraint [15], and overhead con-
straint. Finally, apart from the above
theory-oriented studies, practical investigations
can be pursued regarding radio resource man-
agement and joint scheduling of licensed and
cognitive RRs under diverse QoS requirements. 
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